Abstract: Mean wave overtopping discharge is a key design parameter for many coastal structures, typically designed to limit overtopping discharge to below a chosen admissible value. Dutch, German, and British design guidance from the 1990s was updated using results of research projects supported by the European Commission, and subsequently unified with the publication of the European Manual for the Assessment of Wave Overtopping, or EurOtop [EurOtop. (2007) . European Manual for the Assessment of Wave Overtopping, T. Pullen, et al., eds.], now used all over the world. This paper explores five technical issues that were not well covered in the unified manual. (1) For sloping structures, overtopping at low and zero freeboard conditions: new analysis brings together the conventional exponential formulas with the few reliable datasets including very low and zero freeboard. In doing so, early Dutch work from the 1970s was revisited. Weibull-type formulas are proposed, describing wave overtopping at slopes for the whole range R c =H m0 $ 0. (2) For vertical walls, the manual distinguishes overtopping responses depending upon whether wave breaking occurs, with nonbreaking and breaking conditions described by exponential and power law formulas, respectively. Here, the governing equations are manipulated in such a way as to reunify the methods, enabling direct and intuitive comparison. (3) For overtopping at vertical walls under nonimpulsive conditions, early Italian/Dutch and British formulas of the 1990s diverge significantly for higher freeboards. This paper explores why these two reliable studies arrived at two such different predictors. By reanalysis of the original datasets augmented by further data drawn from the international database on wave overtopping, a physical distinction based on the nature of the foreshore is proposed and tested. (4) The prediction method for overtopping at composite vertical structures is reworked to enable the influence of the mound to be apparent and to align with plain vertical wall formulas for smaller mounds. A new scheme is proposed that treats composite structures via a small adjustment to the new vertical wall approach proposed earlier. (5) There is vast literature on overtopping response at mildly sloping structures and substantial literature on vertical walls, but in the intervening range (approximately 1V: 1:5H to 5V: 1H), there is a paucity of reported tests. Recently published Belgian data have enabled the development of a continuous prediction scheme spanning mild slopes, steep slopes, and vertical structures without foreshore.
Introduction
Mean wave overtopping discharge (usually q, in m 3 =s per meter width) is a key design parameter for many coastal structures that are designed to limit q below a selected admissible discharge. It is not surprising, therefore, that wave overtopping has been the study of so many academic research studies and the topic of engineering design guidance manuals in many nations. The 1990s saw publication of guidance manuals in (at least) Netherlands [Technical Advisory Committee for Flood Defence in Netherlands (TAW) 2002], the United Kingdom [Environment Agency (EA) and Besley 1999] , and Germany (EAK 2002) . The study of overtopping continued, with major projects such as the European Commission Crest Level Assessment of Coastal Structures by Full-Scale Monitoring, Neural Network Prediction and Hazard Analysis on Permissible Wave Overtopping (CLASH) project (De Rouck et al. 2009 ), which delivered important outputs such as a detailed evaluation of scale, model, and laboratory effects, and the overtopping database with 10,000 overtopping tests (Van der Meer et al. 2009 ), which in turn formed the basis of the artificial neural network prediction method. The European Manual for the Assessment of Wave Overtopping (Pullen et al. 2007 ) used research outputs such as those from CLASH to update and unify the earlier Dutch, German, and British manuals into a single volume.
Making the CLASH database freely available was intended to enable other researchers to perform further analysis on any parts of this information in future. Goda (2009) has not only done this, but he also states that he came to unified wave overtopping prediction formulas for seawalls with smooth impermeable surfaces. Goda (2009) did not use the artificial neural network prediction method for comparison, despite this being the main prediction method in the European Manual for the Assessment of Wave Overtopping (EurOtop) manual (EurOtop 2007) . The paper does, however, give two useful considerations (also noted during the writing of the EurOtop manual) as areas that would benefit from further research: the influence of foreshores at vertical walls (under both nonimpulsive and impulsive wave attack) and overtopping at structures with geometries lying between vertical walls and steep slopes (i.e., very steep slopes; his unified formulas cover vertical walls through to very gently sloping structures of 1:7).
In the five years since publication of EurOtop, the present paper's authors continued exploration of wave overtopping phenomena and identified five areas of interest in need of further research, which are developed in this paper and listed as follows:
1. For sloping structures, overtopping at low and zero freeboard conditions have often been overlooked in physical model studies 1 (perhaps because of the challenges of measurement of very large discharges), but they represent important situations, e.g., in analysis of performance of partially constructed breakwaters and of low-freeboard, lower-cost defenses. It is clear that familiar, exponential-type formulas work poorly in these regions. Analysis has therefore been performed to bring together the conventional exponential formulas with the few reliable datasets including very low and zero freeboard. In doing so, the authors revisited early Dutch work from the 1970s, which offered a continuous prediction extending to zero freeboard. 2. For vertical or very steep (battered) walls, U.K. guidance from the 1990s (EA and Besley 1999) , extended by EurOtop, identifies the need to distinguish quite different overtopping responses depending on whether wave breaking occurs. Nonimpulsive conditions are described by a familiar exponential formula, whereas impulsive (breaking or impacting) wave overtopping is better described by a power law formula (Pullen et al. 2007 ). An analogous approach described overtopping at composite vertical breakwaters. The downside of this two-formula approach is that it is not at all easy to compare on a single plot, in any visual/intuitive way, the overtopping behavior of a single structure because conditions move between impulsive and nonimpulsive conditions (different nondimensionalization schemes are used for both discharge and freeboard axes). Here, the governing equations are manipulated in such a way as to facilitate this reunification. 3. For overtopping at vertical walls under nonimpulsive conditions, the early works of Franco et al. (1994) and Allsop et al. (1995) remain reliable references. For other than lower freeboards, however, their principal prediction formulas diverge significantly. EurOtop did not address this issue directly, preferring to make a fit to a larger set of data, but the underlying question remains: why did two reliable studies arrive at two such different predictors? Here, by reanalysis of the original datasets augmented by further data from the CLASH database, a physical distinction is proposed and tested. 4. Composite vertical structures (breakwaters with a vertical main wall sitting atop a substantial rubble mound whose presence may influence the hydrodynamics) are treated by EurOtop according to a process analogous to, but distinct from, the analysis of simple vertical walls. It was argued under Point 2 that the inability to visualize both impulsive and nonimpulsive overtopping responses on a single graph curtailed opportunity for physical understanding of the response of a particular structure over the full range of its operating conditions. Similarly, the different formulations for the analysis of structures whose mound has little or no influence (according to the plain vertical approach) and for those whose mound's influence dominates (composite structures approach) represents a discontinuity in understanding, interpretation, and analysis. Work here attempts to bridge this divide in a physically rational way. 5. There is a vast amount of reliable literature on overtopping response at mildly sloping structures (to 1:1.5), substantial literature on vertical walls, and some on off-vertical battered walls, e.g., 10:1 (i.e., 10V:1H) or 5:1 steep slopes. In the intervening range (approximately 1:1.5 to 5:1), there is a paucity of reported tests. Although this reflects fewer structures designed with very steep slopes, this represents a gap in the availability of robust and well-supported guidance. The artificial neural network prediction method will not be altered and remains the governing prediction method, especially for more complicated structures. For structures with simpler geometries, however, the standard formulas remain widely used in initial analysis. It is important to realize that even for simple geometries, some parametric regions are currently less well modeled by these formulas alone, e.g., overtopping at lowest freeboards. Improving the formulas in these regions not only assists in analysis of simple structures but also provides a firmer basis for cross-comparison of neural network or numerical model predictions.
Sloping Structures with Low and Zero Freeboards

Basis of the EurOtop Manual
It is long established, based on the work of Owen (1980) , that wave overtopping discharge, q, on many kinds of coastal structures generally decreases exponentially as the crest freeboard, R c , increases, with a form
where H m0 5 spectral significant wave height; and a and b are fitting coefficients. This form of equation has become popular because it gives a straight line on a log-linear graph, and it has only two coefficients for fitting to the data. For sloping structures like dikes or levees, EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007) gives the following design formulas:
with a maximum of
where a 5 slope angle; j m21,0 5 breaker parameter based on the spectral period T m21,0 ; j m21,0 5 tan a=ð2pH m0 Þ=ðgT 2 m21,0 Þ 0:5 ; and g x 5 influence factor [see EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007 ) for more information]. Eq. (2) generally describes gentle slopes with plunging or breaking waves. In contrast, Eq. (3) -the maximum overtoppingdescribes surging or nonbreaking waves on fairly steep slopes. The reliability of Eq. (2) is described by a SD (s) in the exponent sð4:75Þ 5 0:5. Similarly, the reliability of Eq. (3) is described by sð2:6Þ 5 0:35.
Most data considered for Eqs. (2) and (3) [Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 in EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007 ) and with similar figures in this paper] have relative freeboards R c =H m0 . 0:5. The exponential type equations fit the data nicely, except for the data points at zero freeboard, where the equations would significantly overpredict. Overtopping at low and zero freeboards is the first subject to be described.
It is observed that Goda's (2009) unified formulas do not describe overtopping at gentle slopes optimally. It is long established that wave period and slope angle have large influence on wave overtopping at gentle slopes, where waves are of the plunging (breaking) type. This influence is not present for steep slopes and surging or nonbreaking waves and for vertical walls. As there is no influence of wave period in the unified formulas, these formulas are not valid for gentle slopes, and application should be limited to slopes steeper than about 1:2. Like most formulas on overtopping, the formulas are of the exponential type. This means that very low or zero freeboard situations will be overpredicted.
Update on Reliability of Formulas
The EurOtop manual describes the reliability of the formula by taking one of the coefficients as a stochastic parameter and giving a SD (assuming a normal distribution). Then deterministic and probabilistic approaches are given. Actually, the deterministic design or safety assessment approach in the EurOtop manual should be termed a semiprobabilistic approach because a partial safety factor of 1 SD is used. This paper presents the following enhanced approaches:
• Deterministic approach: Use the formula as given with the mean value of the stochastic parameter(s). This should be done to predict or compare with test data. This is not the same as the for deterministic design approach of EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007 ).
• Semiprobabilistic approach: This is an easy approach for design or safety assessment; this is the previous deterministic approach, but now with the inclusion of the uncertainty of the prediction. The stochastic parameters become m 1 s.
• Probabilistic approach: Consider the stochastic parameter(s) with their given SD and assuming a normal distribution.
• The 5% exceedance lines, or 90%-confidence band, can be calculated by using m 6 1:64 s for the stochastic parameter(s). In this paper, the formulas are given as the mean prediction (deterministic approach). The formulas and 5% exceedance curves are shown graphically. Key coefficients are taken as stochastic variables, and uncertainty is then described by giving the SD s.
Wave Overtopping according to Battjes (1974) and Dutch Guidelines Battjes (1974) derived an expression for the overtopping volume in periodic waves on smooth gentle slopes and applied this expression to individual waves in a random wave train. A bivariate Rayleigh distribution was assumed for the wave height and wavelength. This resulted in an expression for the mean overtopping discharge, which was still a function of the correlation parameter of the bivariate Rayleigh distribution k (Battjes 1974, Appendix A). With k 5 0, a lower bound was found, and with k 5 1, an upper bound was found. Curved lines on a log-linear graph were the result as in Fig. 1 (explained in the next paragraph). The overtopping parts of Battjes (1974) were not subsequently used a lot in Netherlands, the main reason being that crest height design of dikes was still based on the 2%-run-up level and not on wave overtopping. The apparent complexity of the formulas may have also been a factor in the overtopping parts of Battjes' work not seeing wider adoption and exploitation.
The TAW (1985) guidance, however, gave the curves of Battjes (1974) in a graphic form and proposed to use the upper boundary, because one large-scale test in the Delta flume of Delft Hydraulics (now Deltares) on a 1:3 slope was close to this boundary. This curve is given in Fig. 1 , together with the mentioned test. The x-axis was given by R c cot a=ðH m L 0 Þ and the y-axis by qT m ðcot aÞ 0:5 = ð0:1H m L 0 Þ, where H m is mean wave height; L 0 is mean wavelength 5 g=2p T 2 m , with T m being the mean wave period. A little later in the TAW (1989) guidelines, the significant wave height was introduced by H 1=3 5 1:6H m and the significant wave period T 1=3 5 1:15T m , which led to the following parameters along the axes in Fig. 1 : 
The x-and y-axes are now exactly the same as the EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007 ) formula for breaking waves on a gentle slope, except for the constant multipliers 1.45 and 46.1 [cf. Eq. (2)]. It also means that the curve in Fig. 1 can be directly compared with the data and the prediction curve in EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007) (Fig. 2) . The result at first sight is startling, because the curve not only matches the data for positive freeboard and the EurOtop prediction line [Eq. (2)], but it also fits neatly the zero-freeboard data of Smid et al. (2001) (CLASH Dataset 102). One should, however, realize that fitting was done on a reliable and large-scale test in the Delta flume. From that point of view, it is not surprising that the curve would match part of the overtopping data in Fig. 2 . However, it is nevertheless pleasing that it also fits the zero freeboard data so well. It can be asserted therefore that the theory developed by Battjes (1974) gives the correct shape of the curve to describe wave overtopping at gentle slopes for all applications described as R c =H m0 $ 0. It also provides an analytical basis for the EurOtop choices for the parameter groups on horizontal and vertical axes, which were mainly based on analysis of empirical data only and not strongly on analytical reasoning. (Pullen et al. 2007 ) for this type of structure, where Smid et al.'s (2001) data give the points for zero freeboard. Schüttrumpf and Oumeraci (2005) provide Dataset 102 in the CLASH database.
Dataset 108 also gives data with zero freeboard and for a slope of 1:1.5. In CLASH, this dataset was assigned a reliability factor ðRFÞ 5 4, meaning that the data are deemed unreliable (see Steendam et al. 2004 for a full explanation of RF). The reason was that during screening of the dataset in the CLASH work, the different measures of wave period did not seem to be consistent. The wave period is not, however, part of the analysis of overtopping at steep slopes. For this reason, the data of Dataset 108 for zero freeboard have been restored to Fig. 3 , although the observation that the data of this dataset 108 for positive freeboards are lower than expected continues to flag a concern over the reliability of the whole dataset.
Research in CLASH resulted in a lot of new data and in prediction formulas [Eqs. (2) and (3)] for slopes for breaking waves and nonbreaking waves. Both formulas overpredict overtopping for very low and zero freeboard (Figs. 2 and 3). A polynomial fit as in Eq. (4) describes the data but is not easy to use for comparison between different formulas. A new fit for low freeboards only, with an extra set of formulas, would solve the problem. It is more elegant and more physically rational, however, to propose a curved line in an easy way. As the exponential function is a special case of the Weibull distribution, it is possible to go back to a Weibull-type function and use a fitted shape factor. Such a function still looks very much like Eq. (1) and is described by
Eq. (5) needs fitting of the correct shape factor, c, and then a refit of coefficient a and exponent b. Analysis gave a shape factor of c 5 1:3 for a good fit for both breaking and nonbreaking waves. This is not necessarily the best fit, but there is an advantage in having the same value for both equations. Fig. 3 shows the final curve for nonbreaking waves, covering the full range of relative freeboards [Eq. (7)]. The fit for breaking waves [Eq. (6)] is almost on top of the polynomial fit in Fig. 2 and is not shown for that reason.
Overtopping on sloping structures with zero and positive freeboard can then be described by
The reliability of Eq. (6) is given by sð0:023Þ 5 0:003 and sð2:7Þ 5 0:20 and of Eq. (7) by sð0:09Þ 5 0:013 and sð1:5Þ 5 0:15. These formulas give almost the same wave overtopping as the original formulas [Eqs.
(2) and (3)] but represent nature better for R c =H m0 , 0:521:0. In general, there is no need to replace Eqs. (2) and (3) by Eqs. (5) and (6), as they give similar predictions. Only for low and zero freeboards will Eqs. (6) and (7) be better. However, the new equations give better insight in wave overtopping over the full range of zero and positive freeboards.
Vertical Walls and Composite Vertical Structures
Background and Motivations
For vertical breakwaters or seawalls, in the absence of wave breaking, the influence of the wave period seems very small or nonexistent, and the easy formulation of Eq. (1) with simple values for a and b has become a trusted design formula. Early work by Franco et al. (1994) for relatively deep water gave a 5 0:2 and b 5 4:3, whereas Allsop et al. (1995) gave a 5 0:05 and b 5 2:78 in conditions of shallower water. The original datasets for both references have been retrieved to be able to explore and discuss reasons for the differences. They are replotted in Figs. 4 and 5, together with the prediction lines from the formulas. Both formulas fit their original data quite well, but what is relatively deep and shallow water? This will be explored as one of the topics in this section of the paper. There has long been evidence that the overtopping process at vertical and steep walls cannot be described for all conditions simply by exponential form equations such as Eq. (1). Goda's design charts (Goda 2000) show quite pronounced peaks for some shallower (relative) water depths. Also, Goda (2009) finds that local water depth on a foreshore is important. Physical model studies in the 1990s of overtopping at vertical walls, under conditions where wave breaking on the structure was present, gave rise to new empirical fits giving a power law decrease in overtopping discharge with freeboard, rather than an exponential one. The original data of Allsop et al. (1995) , which were identified as being breaking, are replotted as Fig. 6 .
The impulsive overtopping equations [EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007 ); Allsop et al. 1995 ] have a power law form The coefficient a and exponent b change depending on structure and wave conditions considered. The exponent b takes values of 3.1 for impulsive overtopping at plain vertical walls; 2.7 for broken waves at plain vertical walls; and 2.9 for composite vertical structures. These exponents are simply the result of fitting to data; the differences have no basis in any analytical framework or in physical reasoning. The fact that the exponents are all different makes it difficult to carry out a direct, e.g., graphical, comparison between the different but closely related structures and their associated overtopping responses.
Whether an exponential [Eq. (1)] or a power law should be used is determined by some discriminating parameter h p
The h p parameter is used as a measure of impulsiveness, with a transition from nonimpulsive to impulsive overtopping conditions at the wall taking place over the range 0:2 # h p # 0:3.
There is a strong evidence that these two apparently distinct methods work well. The fact that discharge and freeboard are nondimensionalized in quite different ways for impulsive and nonimpulsive conditions has until now prevented simple comparison of the formulas. Further, these differences hamper improved physical rationalization of the transition from one regime to the other. This part of the paper presents a reformulation of the standard equations for impulsive overtopping at vertical walls as described in EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007 ) to integrate them into a more unified, physically rational framework of prediction tools spanning a greater breadth of structure types and wave conditions.
Relationship between Nonimpulsive and Impulsive Overtopping
The exponents b in Eq. (8) are all very close to 3; none deviate far from the original 2.92 of Allsop et al. (1995) , repeated in the preEurOtop U.K. guidelines (EA and Besley 1999) . Allowing a What If? approach and fixing b 5 3 enables the equations to be manipulated algebraically, noting that Eq. (9) can be written in a more physically illuminating way
with L m21,0 being the (fictitious) wavelength based on T m21,0 . Eq. (8) can now be rewritten as
where s m21,0 5 (fictitious) wave steepness with wavelength based on T m21,0 . Now the left side of Eq. (12) • s m21,0 , ∼0:02: Low steepness, swell, or possibly caused by wave breaking on a foreshore (which reduces the wave height but not the period). Now it is possible to plot predictions for impulsive conditions directly alongside those for nonimpulsive conditions on the familiar dimensionless discharge versus dimensionless freeboard axes. However, before doing so, the coefficient a in Eq. (12) and the equation itself will be reexamined using existing data of the CLASH database.
Reanalysis of Vertical Walls with CLASH Data
As stated earlier in this paper, the differences between the formulas of Franco et al. (1994) and Allsop et al. (1995) have not been explained. Moreover, Goda (2009) assumes that a foreshore or foreshore depth may have influence on wave overtopping at vertical structures. To get more physical insight into the influence on overtopping of deep and shallow water and explain the difference Allsop et al. (1995) and the power law formula for impacting/impulsive wave attack; also shown is the data from De Waal (1994), referred to via its dataset number (224) in the CLASH database (Table 1) between the two overtopping formulas, part of the CLASH database has been analyzed in depth.
The CLASH database contains about 10,000 tests on overtopping (Van der Meer et al. 2009 ). A part of this database relates to tests with a vertical or battered wall, which can be found by filtering on cot a d 5 0 or on very small values of cot a d (i.e., battered walls). This cot a d is the first slope in a cross-sectional profile above a toe or berm. The cross section of each test setup can easily be checked in the database and will show whether the dataset is a plain vertical wall, with or without a foreshore, with or without a berm, and with or without a wave return wall or shifted parapet.
In total, 15 different datasets were used from CLASH (shown in Table 1 as vertical seawall, harbor wall, or caisson). In addition, three further datasets were used (also shown in Table 1 ): two from the original dataset of Franco et al. (1994) (Fig. 4) and the basic dataset of vertical walls at the end of a 1:50 foreshore of Allsop et al. (1995) (Figs. 5 and 6 ). The table gives the dataset number and a reference if the dataset is in the public domain. To describe the setup of the dataset, information is given on the presence of a foreshore slope, the type of structure investigated, and whether a berm or toe structure was present. In all cases where there was no foreshore, the water depth was fairly large. All datasets with a foreshore had a straight foreshore with a given fixed slope. Of the 18 vertical wall data sets, 12 had a horizontal foreshore (5no foreshore) and six had a sloping foreshore. Two datasets with a slope instead of a vertical wall were included because they contained rare data with zero freeboard.
The type of structures represented in each test set reveals, to some extent, the objective of the tests. A vertical wall may be found at the end of a foreshore and then represent a seawall, often with more or less depth-limited waves. A vertical wall with no foreshore is often a flood wall in a harbor. Waves are relatively small with respect to the water depth at storm flood situations in the harbor, and the wall may have a quay area as a kind of berm relatively far below the water level. Other situations concern a breakwater like a caisson. Caissons are founded on a berm, but this berm is often deep below water and too small for the overall structure to be termed composite. They also may have some shape of parapet wall, shifted, or return wall. Another practical situation could be a gate of a lock at flood situations, and this would be considered as a vertical wall without foreshore or berm. Some datasets had battered walls (close to vertical walls but slightly inclined). They always were seawalls at the end of a foreshore slope. By analyzing each dataset, it was kept in mind what type of structure had been investigated.
All 18 datasets were then plotted individually, with four prediction curves for comparison : Franco et al. (1994) , Allsop et al. (1995) Fig. 7 shows Dataset 802 of Goda et al. (1975) and clearly shows the increased overtopping for seawalls at the end of a foreshore slope, as all data points are along or above the curve for impulsive wave attack. There are hardly any points around the Allsop or Franco curves. Fig. 8 shows CLASH Dataset 914 of Cornett et al. (1999) , with tests on a vertical wall with deep water without a foreshore and with a small and deep berm. The overtopping is now significantly less than in Fig. 7 and is grouped well around the line of Franco et al. (1994) .
Individual analysis of all datasets led to one clear conclusion: there is a distinct difference between vertical structures with and without a sloping foreshore. The results with a sloping foreshore Datasets from Ente Nazionale per l'energia Elettrica (ENEL CRIS) and from Centro de Estudios de Puertos y Costas (CEPYC) were received subsequent to CLASH and were not given a CLASH dataset number. a Many commercially-confidential overtopping datasets were provided to the CLASH database on the basis that they were not identified widely. These are marked as confidential in the table.
always gave larger overtopping. Within the group of datasets without a foreshore slope, there was no notable difference between the caisson-type of structures and plain vertical walls. On the basis of this conclusion, the datasets were split into two groups, and each group was then analyzed separately. Fig. 9 shows all results for tests without a sloping foreshore. Tests of Dataset 113 with R c 5 0 have been shifted artificially a little to the right to distinguish them from Dataset 107 with R c 5 0. For the lower freeboards/larger overtopping rates, the scatter is small. The scatter becomes larger for R c =H m0 . 1. It turns out that Franco et al. (1994) describes these smaller overtopping discharges very well, as in Fig. 4 . However, in Fig. 4 , there were no data for lower freeboards. Fig. 9 shows that Franco et al. (1994) will overpredict overtopping for lower freeboards. The other line for Allsop et al. (1995) , however, covers this area well, as shown in the graph. This means that both formulas are valid for vertical structures without a sloping foreshore, but each has their own range of application.
Vertical Structures without Foreshore
Structures in Fig. 9 can be described as caissons, vertical flood walls in harbors, and gates of locks in flood situations. They may have a berm-type structure relatively deep below water, which does not affect overtopping. 
for R c =H m0 . 0:91 (Franco et al. 1994 ). The reliability of Eq. (13) is given by sð2:78Þ 5 0:17 and that of Eq. (14) by sð4:3Þ 5 0:6.
Vertical Seawalls on Sloping Foreshore
All available datasets with a foreshore had a straight, single-gradient foreshore slope, where the wave height was always taken at the location of the vertical wall. First, h 2 =ðH m0 L m21,0 Þ 5 0:23 was used as a discriminator between deflecting or nonimpulsive and impulsive wave conditions. This is approximately equivalent to h p 5 0:3, because of the different wave period measure used. Data with h 2 =ðH m0 L m21,0 Þ . 0:23 were plotted in a graph like Fig. 10 , and for h 2 =ðH m0 L m21,0 Þ , 0:23, data were given in a graph similar to Fig. 11 . The nondimensionalization of q used for the y-axis of Fig. 11 is a generalized form of that arising from the manipulation of the EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007 ) formulas discussed leading to Eq. (12). An optimum was sought for the best value of h 2 =ðH m0 L m21,0 Þ as discriminator and the best parameter group on the vertical axis in Fig. 11 by changing the exponents a and b in the expression in Eq. (15)
In Eq. (12), the values are a 5 0:5 and b 5 21:0. This gives quite a large influence of the wave period on wave overtopping, where there is little or no such influence observed on steep slopes and at vertical walls in deep water. It was mainly for this reason that an optimum was sought for b, where it was expected that the optimum would be for b . 21. Analysis confirmed that h 2 =ðH m0 L m21,0 Þ 5 0:23 was indeed the optimum value to discriminate between nonimpulsive and impulsive Allsop et al. (1995) describes the wave overtopping for these kinds of structures and for given wave conditions very well.
The remaining data for an impulsive wave attack are given in Fig. 11 . Dataset 107 for deep water and zero freeboard was also given for comparison because no data were available for zero freeboard. There is quite some scatter below the average trend of the data and almost all of that data belongs to Dataset 28. However, the other data give a trend of a straight line starting from zero freeboard to rather large relative freeboards (R c =H m0 up to ∼1:5 or 2) and then becomes a more horizontal trend for very large freeboards. Actually, such a more or less horizontal line goes on even beyond relative freeboards of R c =H m0 5 3e5. Fig. 12 shows a picture of Samphire Hoe during a storm where a wave impacted on the vertical wall and jumped high into the air. Under such conditions, even very large relative freeboards will get overtopping, giving an overtopping response more or less independent of the freeboard, which is in line with the horizontal trend for highest freeboards in Fig. 11 .
In this region of an almost horizontal trend for larger freeboards, a power curve like Eq. (12) will fit quite well as shown in Fig. 11 . From that point of view, there is no reason to abandon these kind of formulas. However, it is clear, by definition, that a power function cannot give the trend for small or zero freeboards because it will not cross the vertical axis, but rather, it uses the vertical axis as an asymptote. This is also clearly shown in Fig. 11 with the dashed line. It is for this reason that it was decided to keep the power function for larger freeboards and to introduce the common exponential function for zero and low freeboards. The formulas are described by All equations use the dimensionless discharge q=ðgH 3 m0 Þ 0:5 on the left side of the equation, which enables a graph with all prediction equations plotted. A family of curves for impulsive conditions needs to be selected, with various combinations of relative depth and wave steepness. To do this, three indicative values of the breaker index (H m0 =h 5 0:3, 0:5, and 0:9) and two of the wave steepness (s m21,0 5 0:01 and 0:06) are used. Fig. 13 shows the straight lines for nonimpulsive conditions [Eqs. (13) and (14)], as well as the straight/ curved lines for impulsive conditions [Eqs. (16) and (17)]. The combinations of breaker index and steepness show that the lowest lines (steep waves at deep water) coincide more or less with the nonimpulsive lines, which is what should be expected. Heavy breaking on a very steep foreshore gives the highest lines.
Composite Vertical Structures
For impulsive conditions at composite vertical structures, EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007) gives
where
where d 5 water depth above the berm. In the same way that the h p parameter [Eq. (10)] is used in the EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007) method as a discriminator between impulsive and nonimpulsive conditions at a plain vertical wall, d p discriminates between two sets of formulas for composite vertical structures. In almost the same way as for Eq. (10), Eq. (19) for d p can be written in a form that offers some sense of its physical origin
As for composite vertical walls, it is not straightforwardly possible to analyze in a generic way the differences between impulsive and nonimpulsive forms and it is even harder to get a sense of the physical transition. Setting the power index in Eq. (18) to 3 and then following the algebraic approach used for plain vertical walls
with b 5 0:00041. The vertical wall reanalysis of the preceding section found that the influence of steepness was better represented by s m 21,0 0:5 . The similarity of the physical situation suggests that this adjustment should also be included for the composite structures, giving a tentative prediction equation
It is immediately clear that this equation offers some physical insight -the apparently separate formulations for plain and composite vertical structures have been reduced to a single set, with the difference between Eqs. (17) and (22) being the constant multiplier and a simple factor of ðd=hÞ 0:5 , which becomes unity for plain vertical walls with zero berm height (h 5 d).
Before an enhanced prediction scheme can be proposed, a number of further issues require exploration based on the CLASH database data. Composite structures were identified by vertical upper slopes (cot a u 5 0) and by the presence of a toe or mound, i.e., where the water depth at the toe or berm is less than that offshore.
1. The constant multiplier (b) in Eq. (22) is not the same as the multiplier for plain vertical walls [Eq. (17)]. Thus, for the situation of no berm, Eqs. (17) and (22) give different results. Can these two equations be brought together rationally? 2. Does the value of the discriminating parameter d p 5 0:3 for transition between impulsive and nonimpulsive regimes remain optimal when applied to the wider CLASH dataset? 3. For plain vertical walls, from the earlier analysis, a number of different physical situations have been identified and modeled. The presence or absence of a foreshore was shown to be important, as was whether the situation was lower or higher freeboard, and in the case of situations with foreshore, whether the overtopping could be impulsive. It was also established that the wave steepness influence was too great, and it was suitably reduced. Do these same influences exist for composite structures? For Point 1, by comparing the new Eq. (12) (for plain vertical) and Eq. (22) (composite), it is apparent that the two predictors coincide at a value of d=h % 0:6. This suggests that the mound's influence should cease for conditions where d . 0:6 h, which seems physically sensible.
For Point 2, the discriminator was examined in isolation of adjustments to the prediction equation. EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007) gives the discriminator d p , 0:3 for impulsive conditions. This criterion, when applied to all CLASH database data for composite structures, separates these into the plots in Figs. 14 and 15, for conditions predicted to be impulsive or nonimpulsive. The data identified as impulsive are well matched with the predictions. For data predicted to be in the nonimpulsive regime, it is clear that there is a group of data at higher freeboards that is significantly underpredicted. The underpredicted data belong to Dataset 505, for which there was a 1:10 foreshore present. Before considering this influence, however, the d p 5 0:3 crossover was tested. Resetting the switch upward to a value of 0.85 improved the success of the predictor in identifying apparently impulsive conditions and removing the overpredictions for higher freeboards (Figs. 16 and 17) .
Moving from d p 5 0:3 to 0:85 as the critical value, the performance of the scheme improves. The mean error changes from 3.15 to 0.87, and the geometric error (measuring the SD of the scatter about the mean of the logarithm of the data) changes from 0.47 to 0.38, indicating an average success in the range 3 =42:4, improved from 3 =43:0.
The data that are significantly overpredicted, lying well below the lines in Figs. 16 and 17 include many data from Datasets 228 and 914, neither of which had foreshores.
For Point 3, the adoption of the adjusted forms of the new vertical wall procedures was then explored. In addition to the advantage of the consistency of this approach, such a switch would also bring the physically sensible behavior at lowest freeboards to the analysis of overtopping of composite walls. Fixing the conclusions of Points 1 and 2, the new vertical wall prediction scheme was then applied, adjusted to composite structures by application of a correction factor of 1:3 3 
The composite wall data, excluding those with zero freeboard, are plotted with Eqs. (23) and (24) in Fig. 18 . The geometric error is 0.39. As previously noted, the exponent of d=h was set at 0.5, which is an influence of ðd=hÞ 0:5 , on the basis of the algebraic manipulation of the EurOtop formulation, after the Allsop et al. (1995) equation. Exploring alternative exponents demonstrated that the 0.5 value is optimal.
For plain vertical walls, Fig. 13 offered some physical insight into the influence of relative depth and wave steepness; the influence of the berm is indicated in Fig. 19 . From this, it can be seen that under conditions established as impulsive, the berm's influence is to reduce overtopping discharges. The scale of the influence is not that great, however; it is of the same order of magnitude as the influence of wave steepness and relative depth on impulsive overtopping at plain vertical walls (Fig. 13) .
The scheme for composite structures is thus now aligned with the improved vertical scheme, giving physically rational behavior at lowest freeboards (which was not the case for the previous, power law-only scheme). In summary, therefore, overtopping at composite structures may be considered according to the right side of the decision chart (Fig. 20) . In cases where the mound is small (d=h . 0:6), the structure is treated as vertical. For d=h $ 0:6, in the absence of a foreshore and possible breaking, the structure is again treated as plain vertical. In the case of possible breaking, however, the overtopping is arrived at according to the method for plain walls, but with a factor of 1:3 3 ðd=hÞ 0:5 included.
Proportion of Waves Overtopping at Vertical Walls
As for mean discharge, existing guidance offers different formulas for the statistical distribution of the overtopping volumes associated with individual wave events (and implicitly, therefore, different formulas for the estimation of the maximum individual event overtopping volume, V max ). The proportion of overtopping waves forms the basis for the distribution of individual overtopping volumes. For nonimpulsive wave overtopping, the equation for the proportion of overtopping waves is a Rayleigh distribution (Pullen et al. 2007 ) 
For impulsive overtopping waves, EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007) gives
with a minimum described by Eq. (25). The h p can be written as h 2 =ðH m0 L m21,0 Þ [Eq. (10)]. To bring together Eqs. (25) and (26) so that some physical insight can be gained, a relationship with R c =H m0 3 h 2 =ðH m0 L m21,0 Þ was found for impulsive waves, which was then refitted to a Weibull function
with a minimum described by Eq. (25).
A Weibull function includes a Rayleigh distribution [b 5 2 as in Eq. (25)] and an exponential distribution for b 5 1. Eq. (27) has an even lower b value than an exponential distribution, which means that it is a very steep distribution. Both formulas [Eqs. (25) and (27) ] are shown in Fig. 21 , with R c =H m0 as the horizontal axis and with lines for various values of h 2 =ðH m0 L m21,0 Þ. The way in which individual maximum volumes for impulsive conditions lift off from the nonimpulsive line for higher R c =H m0 can be identified clearly, as can the fact that small values of h 2 =ðH m0 L m21,0 Þ give more overtopping waves. Fig. 4 .1 in EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007) gives an overall view of overtopping on various types of structures. Fig. 4 .2 in EurOtop (Pullen et al. 2007) shows that smooth steep sloping structures with nonbreaking wave conditions give the largest wave overtopping, and this should decrease for very steep (battered) and vertical walls. What happens if slopes become steeper than ∼1: 1:5? The two boundaries are known: Fig. 3 for steep smooth Fig. 9 for vertical walls at relatively deep water. This question could be answered most easily if both figures could be based on similar equations. This is achieved by also fitting a Weibull-type function through the data in Fig. 10 . That data together with the new fit [Eq. (21)] and the fit for steep smooth slopes [Eq. (7)] are given in Fig. 22 . The vertical wall data (deep water and nonimpulsive with foreshore with R c =H m0 , 1) with a new fit give
Very Steep Slopes
The reliability of Eq. (28) is given by sð0:047Þ 5 0:007 and sð2:35Þ 5 0:2. Eq. (28) is not the very best fit-that would be an equation with a smaller exponent than 1.3. However, there is an advantage in using 1.3, because the equation is then similar to Eq. (7), facilitating a comparison between, and joining of, the methods. The resulting curve (Fig. 22) is still a good fit, considering the scatter. Eq. (7), for steep slopes and nonbreaking waves, and Eq. (28), for vertical walls, have the same shape and only differ in coefficient and exponent. The connecting parameter is the slope angle cot a. Without any data, one would probably choose a linear influence to combine Eqs. (7) and (28) to one general formula. Recently, however, very interesting data from Victor (2012) became available (Victor et al. 2012 ). In total, 366 tests were performed on steep and very steep smooth slopes with relatively low freeboards (Fig. 23) . Tested slope angles were cot a 5 0:36, 0:58, 0:84, 1:0, 1:19, 1:43, 1:73, 2:14, and 2:75. The range of relative freeboards was 0:11 , R c =H m0 , 1:7. Some of the tests on slope angles of cot a 5 2:14 and 2:75 belonged to the breaking wave region [Eq. (6)]; most were, however, nonbreaking. These data are given in Fig. 23 , together with Eqs. (7) and (28) and on the same scale as Fig. 3 . The range of slope angles covers the whole area between the two curves in Fig. 23 , although vertical walls were not tested.
Eq. (5) was fitted to the data in the nonbreaking region of each individual slope angle, using c 5 1:3 and fitting a and b. These values of a and b were then plotted versus slope angle cot a in Fig. 24 . A rough trend would indeed be a linear expression, but the real trend is a little more curved. The most gentle slopes of cot a 5 2:14 and 2:75 were perfectly matched by Eq. (7) (Fig. 25) , where a slope angle with cot a 5 1:73 showed the first deviation from this equation. One could say that wave overtopping starts to decrease if cot a , 2, although very slowly. Lines were fitted through the data points with a and b and the following equations were found, which should be used in combination with Eq. 
Conclusions
The theoretical analysis of Battjes (1974) for gentle smooth slopes has been revisited. Battjes' method-a curved line on a log-linear graph-is shown to describe the whole range of overtopping responses extending down to zero freeboard, which is something that is not possible with the conventional exponential-type overtopping formulas. Weibull-type formulas are proposed, describing wave overtopping at slopes for the whole range of R c =H m0 $ 0 [Eqs. (6) and (7)].
To improve the accuracy of prediction methods for vertical structures, it is demonstrated that those in relatively deep water without a sloping foreshore should be distinguished from seawalls at the end of a sloping foreshore. For no foreshore, the Franco et al. (1994) formula [Eq. (14) ] is valid for larger freeboards and the Allsop et al. (1995) formula [Eq. (13) ] is valid from zero freeboard until crossing with the Franco formula. The discriminator h 2 =ðH m0 L m21,0 Þ identifies the onset of impulsive (breaking or impacting wave) overtopping at a seawall on a sloping foreshore into nonimpulsive conditions [h 2 =ðH m0 L m21,0 Þ . 0:23]. Under these conditions, Allsop et al. (1995) give the prediction formulas. For smaller values of h 2 =ðH m0 L m21,0 Þ, breaking waves give larger wave overtopping and may give significant discharge even for large freeboards.
Overtopping at vertical structures in relatively deep water can also be described by one Weibull-type formula [Eq. (28) ], similar to the formulas for slopes [Eqs. (6) and (7)].
Recent work by Victor (2012) provided data in the previously poorly covered region of steep slopes. Analysis of the Victor data shows that there can be a continuous method between (smooth) steep slopes and vertical walls governed simply by the slope angle cot a. Overtopping at straight slopes and vertical structures (in deep water, no sloping foreshore) can be described by the following set of formulas: Overtopping at composite structures can be analyzed according to a close analog of this new scheme for plain vertical structures. Adjustments are applied for berms higher than d=h , 0:6. The adjustment is simply a factor of 1:3ðd=hÞ 0:5 . A decision chart summary of the proposed unified schema for plain vertical and composite structures is presented (Fig. 20) .
